
Multi-domain operations (MDO) are the U.S. Department of Defense’s most recent solution to the complex, multi-
faceted problem of state actors subverting Westphalian conventions.2 At its heart, MDO evolved from the natural 
and inevitable fusion of accelerated improvements in technology, the complexity of modern competition, and 
need for rapid battlefield decisions at echelon. The concept of simultaneously employing ways and means across 
multiple domains to achieve a specific end is not new. This employment technique historically provided command-
ers options for executing simultaneous and sequential operations by integrating capabilities across domains. When 
applied appropriately, these operations present multiple dilemmas to an adversary, achieve friendly physical and 
psychological advantages, and maximize influence and control over the operational environment.3 This is as true 
for the Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) in Phase IV of Operation Inherent Resolve (OIR) as it is for the doctrinal 
MDO problem set of anti-access and area denial (A2AD) systems.

Although MDO shares common traits with concepts like Airland Battle, there are important differences. Airland 
Battle doctrine focused on the three dimensional and technological impacts of modern warfare that prescribed 
rapid, integrated air, and ground maneuvers and viewed a battlefield extended in both the dimensions of geogra-
phy and time.4 This informed NATO’s deep battle warfighting concept to combat against a potential Soviet attack 
in Europe. In comparison, MDO focuses on the competition continuum and the requirement for parity of effort 
throughout. It incorporates the fundamental changes in the character of warfare and acknowledges that constant 
competition between nations with sporadic escalation to conflict is the new normal. While not a direct translation 
of MDO doctrine into application, Operation Inherent Resolve’s current activities fit the model in practice. At the 
lower echelons, organizational structure, resource availability, and competition spectrum specifics may not truly 
match the MDO model. However, it can be scaled to function in varying environments through the understanding 
and deliberate application of the U.S. Army’s principles.5 CJTF-OIR created the Multi-Domain Effects Directorate 
(MDED) as a functional bridge to enable a typical CJTF structured headquarters to leverage the advantages created 
through a multi-domain approach.

Conceptually, U.S. forces seek to execute MDO in several stages. Initially, the main effort is the penetration of 
enemy A2AD systems to enable strategic and operational maneuver.6 The next step is the disintegration of the 
aforementioned A2AD system to enable operational and tactical maneuver for U.S. forces and partners. Exploiting 
the resulting freedom of maneuver achieves operational and strategic objectives which defeats enemy forces 
across the domains. The final stage is re-entering normal competition and consolidating gains before forces return 
to competition on favorable terms to the United States and allies.7

CJTF-OIR’s initial analysis of restructuring into an MDO approach was a function of environmental complexity and 
change from Phase III to Phase IV. CJTF’s primary mission is the defeat of Daesh across designated regions of Iraq 
and Syria. The design of the campaign enables whole-of-government actions to increase regional stability and is 
currently in its fourth and final phase. During the first three phases of the campaign, running from 2014 through 
mid-2020, the Coalition trained and equipped partner forces in Iraq and Syria, advised and accompanied those 
forces during operations, provided intelligence, and conducted airstrikes to enable the territorial defeat of Daesh. 
As a result, Daesh lost its territorial hold in Iraq in December 2017 and in Syria in March 2019, but it has continued 
to operate as a low-level insurgency in both countries. In the summer of 2020, OIR transitioned to Phase IV of the 
campaign. In this phase, the Coalition largely shifted from hands-on training, developing, and assisting partner 
forces in both Iraq and Syria to advising and enabling them, mainly remotely, from consolidated bases during oper-
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ations against Daesh. Training of partner forces continues in Syria, while in Iraq Coalition efforts focus on reforming 
and professionalizing Iraqi security institutions and combating corruption to ensure the enduring defeat of Daesh.

In both Iraq and Syria, OIR’s most significant security threats come not just from Daesh but from other forces 
working against Coalition interests in each country. In Iraq, several Iranian-aligned militia groups (IAMG), including 
some incorporated into the Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF), remain hostile toward the U.S. troop presence.8 
IAMG violence against Coalition interests in Iraq increased ahead of the first anniversary of the U.S. strike on 
the Iranian Revolutionary Guards Corps’ Quds Force Commander, General Qassem Soleimani, and again with the 
advent of Ramadan. In Syria, Coalition forces continue to operate in a complex security environment in close 
proximity to Russian, Iranian-aligned, Syrian regime, and pro-regime forces. These actors moved into the areas of 
northeastern Syria U.S. troops vacated when Turkey launched an incursion into northern Syria in October 2019.9 
The Defense Intelligence Agency reported that malign actors, including Daesh and forces associated with Iran and 
the Syrian regime, pose the most significant threat to the Coalition and its mission.10 Moreover, the U.S. must 
embrace the complexities of a Joint Coalition headquarters, and relationships with the Government of Iraq (GoI), 
the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF), and Counter-Terrorism Service (CTS) forces, as well as Coalition Aligned Syrian Forces 
(CASF). Plotted graphically, the complexity of actors in the CJTF area of operations represents points on nearly 
every section of the cooperation/conflict continuum.

Daesh remains the primary adversary and they demonstrate a willingness to try to retake territory in Iraq display-
ing the makings of a growing and dangerous insurgency. While technically defeated, they maintain the capability 
to conduct limited actions against the local populace and Coalition forces in Iraq and Syria, thus efforts to prevent 
their resurgence cannot be underemphasized. As part of the natural progression of conflict, the kinetic tools and 
methods previously employed in Phase III (Defeat-Daesh) operations are no longer appropriate and relevant to 
Phase IV (Normalize). Non-kinetic means and non-lethal effects now have primacy while the Coalition achieves the 
gradual and deliberate transition of operations to the host nation forces.

During Phase III operations, the CJTF-OIR staff structure included a Fires cell (CJ34) and an Information Operations 
(IO) cell (CJ39). Fires had limited assets with a sole focus on kinetic strikes and consisted of High Mobility Artillery 
Rocket System (HIMARS), M777A2, and air assets. In contrast, IO focused on longer term planning and consisted 
of multiple information-related capabilities (IRCs), including cyber and electromagnetic activities (CEMA), 
Psychological Operations (PSYOP), special technical operations (STO), special activities, and space (specifically 
Space Force). This is not atypical for a standard military (especially U.S.) headquarters (HQ) staff. Indeed, there 
was some overlap in the functions of Fires and IO as might be found in a typical U.S. JTF or division-level headquar-
ters. However, integration and interaction were not the default. This organizational construct created particular 
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disadvantages. First, there were limited interactions between the Fires and IO cells. With a focus on purely kinetic 
strikes, the Fires cell had minimal deliberate interactions with the non-kinetic IO cell. Additionally, increasing levels 
of classification for IO capabilities up to U.S. Top Secret (TS)/Alternative Compensatory Control Measures (ACCM)/
Not Releasable to Foreign Nationals (NOFORN) means those particular functions became stovepipes. Often 
separated from the remainder of the HQ, IO staff members planned and conducted their tasks in isolation from 
other sections and sometimes independently of other capabilities within CJ39. On occasion, this even resulted in 
divergence from the campaign’s priorities and objectives which had the potential to degrade the efficiency of the 
capabilities themselves and the HQ as a whole. Predictably, the lack of a truly integrated effects function created 
a substantial gap in effectiveness during Phase IV planning and execution. 

To adapt to the changing operational environment, CJTF-OIR undertook a structural review in January 2021, creat-
ing the MDED. The intent was to scale down from the pure MDO model (multi-domain task force) in order to meet 
the requirements of the CJTF-OIR Phase IV environment.11 Additionally, this new staff section would establish 
itself and function as a microcosm of the wider staff. The MDED organization draws from appropriately qualified 
and experienced pan-service Five Eyes personnel within CJTF-OIR.12 Accordingly, the design of the organization 
was not from the ground up, with a requirements model and an understanding of the exact nature of operational 
effectiveness.

In simple terms, the creation of the CJTF-OIR MDED consolidated the CJ34 and CJ39 sections — a fusion of kinetic 
and non-kinetic fires to provide integrated delivery of lethal and non-lethal effects by design. This model has 
proven efficacious, and conditional recommendations are only slight modifications, each depending on the exact 
requirements of the operational environment. The conditions to successfully operate in Phase IV primarily empha-
size non-lethal effects and environmental influence while reducing the employment of lethal fires. CJTF-OIR’s Line 
of Effort 2 is “Enhance Partner Force Capabilities” so MDED’s primary planning focus was to ensure that the ISF, 
CTS, Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), and other CASF conducted kinetic operations while Coalition efforts focused 
on the ability to shape the environment so that the kinetic effects were optimized. Consequently, MDED’s primary 
charter is the convergence of partner operations and Coalition non-lethal effects. The MDED, while not strictly 
adhering to MDO as outlined by U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Publication 525-3-1, The 
U.S. Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028, adopted multi-domain thinking and an MDO approach to the CJTF-
OIR mission. Through the creation of the MDED, CJTF-OIR created a scaled down MDO hub within the larger 
headquarters.

The ultimate benefit of changing CJTF-OIR’s HQ structure to an MDED concept versus the standard Joint Effects 
concept may be subtle, but it is real. An important point of clarity is that MDO is not just combined arms with some 
space and cyber capabilities mixed in, but it is a fundamentally new way of thinking about warfare across both the 
competition and conflict phases of war to either make conflict unpalatable or victory decisive. Integration of all 
effects substantially increases effectiveness, and the MDED achieves this by serving as CJTF-OIR’s integration cell 
for multi-domain operations and effects. This requires an intimate understanding of the environment, campaign 
objectives, intermediate military objectives, and operational effects while ensuring that all assets and organiza-
tions align optimally to achieve these effects with the requisite synergy and convergence.

Conceptually, in lieu of a pan-staff MDO approach, the MDED naturally became CJTF-OIR’s nexus by serving as its 
primary integrator, with reach extending into the various other staff sections and, importantly, into subordinate 
and external units and other governmental agencies. This integrative capacity is the root of MDO in practice. 
Consequently, the MDED’s influence is broad, and it has become a significant contributor to CJTF-OIR’s operational 
effectiveness; it is exponentially more effective than the sum of CJ34 and CJ39. 

By ensuring the inculcation of a multi-domain approach, MDED planners in each functional area are better equipped 
to employ their own effects in conjunction with other capabilities to enhance operational effectiveness. This is a 
learning process, so it was not immediately apparent, but the leaders quickly understood the benefit and actively 
supported the process. Additionally, with more emphasis on the MDO team versus individual assets, the senior 
capability representatives were able to step up and away from their stovepipes and more efficiently lend their 
experience to shaping multiple plans across the HQ. Finally, with more senior capability representatives engaged 
in the process, there was enough functional overlap that the team created an increased capacity for planning and 
cross-domain influence throughout the current and future operations staff sections as well as to commanders. In 



practice, only a moderate amount of time and effort determines which domain was relevant or how many domains 
to leverage for the sake of multi-domain adherence. Instead, the MDED solved problems using all the available 
assets, organic or externally requested, including the doctrinal air/land/sea/cyber/space as well as interagency, 
special operations forces (SOF), human, informational, and any other “domain” available. Thus, regardless of how 
one defines a domain, MDED leveraged it. There was less concern about which domains to employ and more focus 
on maximizing the use of resources to achieve the desired effect on targets.

Physical structural changes enabled and accelerated this cohesion. The creation of bigger, open workspaces 
ensured previously disparate teams were now in close proximity. While obvious to the point of cliché, and 
frequently downplayed as a merely superficial technique, it created an immediate dividend for the CJTF-OIR MDED 
team. Previously, the split of CJ34 and CJ39 across three distinct office spaces and two sensitive compartmented 
information facilities (SCIFs) exacerbated the functional stovepiping. By creating a large, open planning room, a 
large conference room, and one executive area, it nested team members together and they became more collab-
orative, which enabled the creation of novel solutions against tactical and operational issues. To mitigate against 
segregated SCIF areas, there were several weekly touchpoints introduced to ensure the SCIF workers had regular 
interactions with the remainder of the team. These centered around two weekly MDED meetings conducted each 
Saturday; the first was a morning huddle in which every team member, agnostic of rank, briefed their current 
projects for no longer than five minutes. The second meeting was an afternoon leadership seminar that served 
as an informal touchpoint and encouraged lateral thinking and problem solving within the group. These seminars 
were unique and beneficial as the topics were independent of current problem sets. Finally, daily touchpoints each 
morning quickly covered priorities, changes in the environment, progress on tasks, or other topics. 

The primary manifestation of these changes was the noticeably enhanced team cohesion and increased unity of 
effort across the MDED. A more integrated team enabled mutual understanding and deconfliction of capabilities 
while simultaneously promoting diversity of thought. This led to increased effectiveness of planning and problem 
solving by introducing novel solutions to traditionally stovepiped problems, which achieved the desired effects. 
A microcosm of this increased efficiency was the MDED plans team’s approach to CJTF-OIR planning groups. 
Planners in the MDED are both lethal and non-lethal subject matter experts (SMEs) so they continually look for 
opportunities to leverage assets and effects across domains to create convergence of effects, as well as spatial or 
temporal advantages and opportunities to defeat competitors’ short-term niche environmental supremacy. The 
CJ39 personnel’s full integration into the larger staff created the most dramatic effect, facilitating a noticeable 
depth of environmental awareness and response time.

MDED planners operate in both the current and future operations sphere, so they have awareness of operational 
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impacts as they happen, insight into how current conditions affect future operations, and the ability to anticipate 
changes in the operational and information environment. Having broader awareness has created a better ability 
to plan and operate under the umbrella of campaign priorities; this ensures the organization is deliberately driving 
toward the correct effects and desired endstates or conditions. As a result, the MDED achieves better understand-
ing of desired effects across the HQ and highlights opportunities to leverage multiple assets for convergence, 
which creates a temporal or spatial advantage. Placing the relevant capability SME into the planning event at 
the right time enables efficient planning. More efficient use of SME time provides an ability to focus on relevant 
problem sets, improve synchronization, and then effectively employ the available assets.

A secondary benefit was the inculcation of an execution-focused mentality into the information-related capabili-
ties. By being better linked to the Strike Cell and the tactical forward HQ, these previously long lead capabilities’ 
SMEs were exposed to the benefits of maintaining awareness of the current tactical dilemmas. They could now 
access pre-authorized response options and concepts of operations (CONOPs) to use in real-time situations, which 
empowered commanders with the ability to leverage a wide range of lethal and non-lethal effects. This gave them 
the ability to create multiple dilemmas for our adversaries, which in turn generated flexibility in decision making 
at the operational level and mitigated CJTF-OIR’s inability to ensure supremacy across a wide combined joint 
operational area by guaranteed provision of localized superiority at the commander’s time and place of choosing.

Instead of agonizing about the difference between joint and multi-domain, consider multi-domain as the natural 
extension of joint. Joint is a step up from past operations, which were fairly service/domain centric. The joint 
concept focused on the integration of services and took the military’s ability to synchronize and coordinate to 
the “next level.” MDO is the natural extension of joint — it is the new next level. Where previously conducting 
joint operations was a pivotal milestone, it should now be the baseline. When you shift your baseline, you must 
conceptualize what your next step up must be. Multi-domain improves joint operations. We have enough practice 
and experience with joint operations to refine, improve, and introduce further complexity. Also, when the joint 
concept originated, the threat was markedly different than current and future threat environments. Joint simply 
isn’t good enough anymore. MDO enables us to simplify the conduct of operations with partner force and ground 
forces, coalition, cyber, space, and technical effects to ensure success at a specific point in the tactical battlefield. 
MDO is not just a concept applicable to great power competition in the Pacific. The CJTF-OIR MDED experience 
proves that it can and should be modified to fit the environment then applied whenever and wherever U.S. forces 
operate. 

Figure 3 — Multi-Domain Effects in Phase IV Operations
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